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Significant advances were achieved in tunneling hot electron amplifiers and in the understanding
of hot electron transport in the work funded by the contract and carried out by M. Heiblum and
his co-workers.' This results of this work are described in detail in nine papers that have been
published in the open literature. (These papers are listed below as references 1-9 and copies of them
are attached.) This report summarizes the principal results.
There are three aspects of the work in which the results are particularly noteworthy:
I. The demonstration of the first hot hole tunneling transistor and its use to study hot hole
transport in GaAs,
2. The successful fabrication of a hot electron I'THETA' transistor with a psuedomorphic
InGaAs base which allowed high transistor gains (p - 30) to be achieved, and
3.

The conception and successful fabrication of a lateral hot electron device and its use to
investigate ballistic, hot electron transport in a 2-dimensional electron gas in GaAs.

Hot Hole Tunneling Transistor1
The first operation of a tunnelling hot hole transfer amplifier was demonstrated and spectroscopic
evidence of ballistic light hole transport was observed. Light holes can be separated from the majority of the heavy ones by tunnelling which favors the light holes due to the mass difference. Thus,
a tunnelling barrier was used as an injector of light hot holes into a p-type, 30nm-thick GaAs base
layer. Energy spectroscopy was performed at the exit o' the layer by using a 46 nm wide AIGaAs
collector barrier. Narrow energy distributions of hot holes were detected with width of about 35
meV and with peak energies corresponding to the injection energies at the entrance to the layer,
confirming ballistic transport. The fraction of the holes travelling ballistically (i.e., without scattering or energy loss) is about 10% for holes injected at energies 180-220 meV, suggesting a mfp in
2x10 8 cm=-3 p-type GaAs of about 14 aim. This is about three times smaller than the mean free
path of electrons in n-type GaAs doped to the same level.
By applying a magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of ballistic hole motion, thus deflecting
the holes from their original straight trajectories via the Lorentz force, it was demonstrated that one
can estimate the effective mass of the hot holes and thus their velocity. Analysis of the data using
"asimple model suggests that the light holes injected 0.22 eV below the top of the valence band have
"amass of about 0.15In, where m, is the free electron mass (at the top of the valance band their
mass would be about 0.082 mi.), and a group velocity of about 6.5x10' cm/sec. This value is - lOx
l Ox l07 cm/sec for hot
faster than that of heavy holes in GaAs and approaching the value of
electrons. Hot light-hole THETA devices should thus have performance potential approaching that
of similar hot electron devices.
Hot Electron Transistor with Psuedomorphic InGaAs Basel 6
An AIGaAs/InGaAs/AIGaAs pseudomorphic base structure can be incorporated in the THETA
device. The use of the strained lnGaAs layer as the base material increases the energy separation
between conduction band r and L-valleys of the base region, and enables the use of a lower aluminum mole fraction in the AIGaAs collector barrier for the same base-collector leakage current.
As a result, two factors limiting the current gain in THETA device, hot-electron transfer into the
L-valleys in the base and scattering of hot-electrons in the AIGaAs collector barrier, can be reduced.
Successful fabrication of the first pseudomorphic base THETA devices was achieved. Ballistic
electron transport was observed using hot electron spectroscopy. From collector current onsets and
activation energy measurements, it was found (assuming nc charge in the AIGaAs) that the conduction band discontinuity, AF, between strained lib.sGas3 As and AizsGabwAs increases by about

100 meV compared to that of the GaAs - At,,asuAs interface. Also a slight decrease in the current gain a at high base-emitter voltage is observed, which suggests that r-L valley energy separation in InAuGatwAs is about 400 meV compared to 290 meV in GaAs.

These increased energies result in significant increases in transistor gain: Common emitter current
gains of 25-30 at 77 K and 35-40 at 4.2 K were obtained. These values are about 4x higher than
in devices with GaAs bases having similar thickness and doping and correspond to a transfer ratio
in a common base operation of about 0.97, suggesting that a very large fraction of the electrons
traverse the device with negligible energy loss. This i a significant advance since these gains are
reaching the range that would be needed for practical devices.

Lateral Baibde Elecrou Tranadstort
The first lateral ballistic h)t electron transistors have been constructed. In these devices, transport
occurs in the plane of a high mobility two dimensional electron gas (2 DEG) at a GaAs/AIGaAs
heterojunction. The device is formed by the deposition of two metal gates, 50 nm long, and 0.5
microns wide, separated by 50 nm on the surface over the 2DEG. With an applied negative voltage
to both gates with respect to the 2DEG, the electron density underneath the two gates is reduced
to zero and two potential barriers are induced. The two barriers separate the 2DEG into three
different regions: an emitter, base (center region), and collector to which separate ohmic contacts
are made. The emitter barrier, separating the emitter from the base, is used as a tunnelling injector
of a quasi monoenergetic beam of hot electrons. The hot electrons, with excess energy of 30-100
meV above the Fermi level traverse the base (in the plane of the 2 DEG) and surmount the second
induced barrier, the collector barrier, to be collected. The principles of operation are the same as
for the vertical THETA device but, the lateral device is easier to make and very flexible in its operation. For example, ohmic contacts to the base can be readily made and the gates enable the
potential barriers to be adjusted to optimize the operation of the device. Lateral devices also offer
some new device possibilities: For example, it should be possible to steer electrons in the plane
of the 2DEG and to integrate lateral hot electron devices with conventional HFET structures.
Several types of lateral devices were fabricated. They were used to verify the tunnelling behavior
of the injector, to investigate the sensitivity of the current transfer ratio a to the design of the emitter
and collector gates, and to carry out electron energy spectroscopy experiments in order to investigate the conditions under which ballistic transport can occur. From the lattermost, phonon scattering was found to be the primary scattering mechanism in these devices. At base lengths of ,
lAmn (Mgnificantly greater than the mean-free-path for phonon scattering in GaAs), the
spectroscopy results show clear evidence of phonon scattering at multiples of 36meV (the phonon
energy in GaAs). For transistors with a base length of 220 nm (approximately equal to the mfp),
electron transport was shown to occur without electron scattering, i.e., it was mainly ballistic. For
devices of this base length having gate electrodes designed for gain improvement, it was possble to .
I Actesion Fe,
achieve very high current gains- as large asa = 0.99 (P = 100) at 4.2K.
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# Note: M. Heiblum no longer works for IBM. CJ. Kircher was his manager during much of the
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We report the kit direct observation of ballistic hol transpr insenicoaductora via eootrgy spectra.cWpy Xpeimeat& Light hles"ane preselected and Injcted via hunnling into 31-urn-thick p *-GaAs layen. About 10% of the Injected holes have been found to trave ballistcally auaitaini distributions
35 meY wide, with a -ea free path of about 14 amm Resonance in the injection currents, resultin
from quantum interference effects of the ballistic holes, are used to support the lihot mature at the ha~lstichbokle
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Ballistic transport of carriers in solids wan previously
inferred via a variety of indirect technques- 3 Recent
energy spectroscopy experiments in GaAs have demonstanted directly the existence of ballistic electrons4; however, holes were never directly observed to be transported
ballistically. In GaAs there are two valence bandas: a
light-hole band containing about 5% of the total hole
population, with a curvature effective mass ma
-0O.8Sim,, where mi is the free-electroni mass, and a
heavy-hole band with mm -0.5 1m. Since the mean
free path (mfp) is approximately proportional to the Invan~ of the amas ballistic transport of heavy holes isunhlkl in practical structures. In order to look for ballistic hale transport we have used a tunnel barrier, which
has large transmission for light holes, injecting =30mOV-wide energy distrbutions Of light holes Into heavily
doped p +-GaAs layers, 31 nm thick. With spectrocopy
performed after traversal, we have measured similar distribution widths and peak energies, with about 10% of
the holes being ballistic. The ballistic transport and the
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tor barrier was linearly graded down to y7-0. 17 over 6
am on the base side to minimize the quantum-mechanical. reftections. The GaAs layers were doped with acceptors (Be) to a level of l.6x 10"s cm 3 .- The structure
was selectvey etched to exoethe base layer, and allayed Ohmic contacts were made to the emitter, base,
and collector layersis
Arriving hole distributions were analyzed by the thick
AIGas spectrometer barrier. Upon the application of a
potential difference. VC2. the potential heogt of the collector barrier, 0c, changes, affecting the collected cur.
rent density Ic -efnZ(EJv.fr
EaJdEJ, where e isthe
electronic charge, and x(E.J.is the number of holes per
unit nornmal energy, an energy associated with the normal component of the velocity, va(E.,). Thec normal enorgy distriution can be found from ev.L(E.Lx(E.L)
-dJeld~sc, or

GaLAs layers.

Experiments woen done with a novel three-terminal
structure (hot-hole transisor) grown by molecular-beam
in FigCI
epitaxy on a p+ (100) GaAs substrae,a describ~ed
layer
-GaAs
p
of
composed
injector,
I. A tunnel
(called emitter), an intrinsic Al 5Ga, -. As barrie layer
with x-0.3 (12 am thick), and a p +-GaAs layer (31
am thick. called base), was use to select and inject light
hales. When biased with V,, it injected aquasimonoenergetic distribution of light hot holes (=m30 meV wide),
favored by the tunneling pr cess (by a factor of = 07),
with mast holes emerging Into the base layer with excess
energ nar eVss. The 31-nmn base layer was terminated
with a spectrometer made of a relatively thic11 Intrinsic
AlGa, -yAs layer with 7-0.31 (47 DiD thick, called
coilector barrier), folowed by a thick p +-GaAs layer
(called, collector). The Al~s mole fraction in the coflec828
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docldVcs is a proportionality factor. If

light nature of the holes are supported by the observation
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aances in the injection currents due to quantum
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graded barrier were ideal, for VC >0 we would
have q= I (with peak potential at collector side), and for
Vcs < 0, ,am * =0.13 (with peak 6 =m away from the
base side). However, some barrier parameters such as

collector barrir, and some ballistic boles ca gram and
pas the top of the barrier.9 More accurately, the
collector-barrier eight is Oc -eVJt+C +, whren C
is the Fermi energy in the base (Fig. I), and Sm-10-20

the density of any unintentional charges, 7 of the extent
of acceptor (Be) segregation from the collector,' are important and difficult to determine accurately. Thus, a
study of the spectrometer barrier, leading to the actual
*c and q, has to be done.
This study is done, with our hot-hole transistor structare, by our finding a low-temperature threshold injection voltage, VI,, for some Yc,, for which an onset in
the collector current occurs. Then the Fermi level in the
emitter is at the same height as the peak potential of the

meV is a correction due to holes tunneling somewhat
below the barrier top. The results of such experiments,
done at high current sensitivities, are meen in Fig. 2(a).
From here, with neglect of 6, the collector-barrier height
above the Fermi level in the base, *ý-egis, is plotted
in Fig. 2(b). With no bias applied Oc,-170 meV and
CS =9 meV for our doping, and thus c -l179 meV+5,
a value higher by at least 20 meV than the published
band-discontinuity values.' 0 This difference is most
probably related to unintentional positive charges in the
barrier, which we address below.
Figure 2(b) also gives the calculated qj, which together

2

•6
.

with 0ý is sufficient for the analysis of our spectroscopy
experiments; however, the study of Oc and q in some de-

T0 4.2K
2 30

0 10

VC,=-40 mV -30 -20-16
r

tail gives us a physical insight of the barrier shape, as related to actual barrier parameters. In the range - SO

mV < Vc, < 50 mV, t7o-0.4, suggesting a barrier peak
stl-
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"
e;This,

ck

-6

a
31-

some 0.4x47 nm- 19 nm away from the base side.
and the increase in the barrier height from the

jat
3 mV

0

50

value given in Ref. 10 (seen above), can result from
unintentional positive charges in the barrier, charges
which we independently measured." One can also see

._.,I_
180

165

that q approaches unity only at large positive VYc, an
effect that can be attributed to barrier lowering on the
collector side, most probably due to Be segregation into
the barrier during growth.' This was verified by mena-
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of activation energies for thermionic emission,
with results given in Fig. 2(b).10 The method proved
credible as seen from the good agreement between the
activation energy results for VcB-< 0, and O determined from the threshold measurements. For large posiVCB we find a rather low barrier height on the collector side, ,c-,Cc•-90 meV. From these results a
more realistic shape of the collector barrier is shown in
the inset in Fig. 2(b). This barrier has a potential peak
that moves from near the base side to the collector side
as Vcj increases.

Spectroscopy was done by the measurement, at 4.2 K,
of the collector current Ic versus the collector voltage
-0.2
V, at different injection voltages VE& [Fig. 3(a)]. The
Activation E-Ngy Pa~ut,
current rises steeply up to a knee where the slope clearly
- 0.0
100 /,
No +150I +=eI +50
I 0I -50o
I -100I -IN -=00 -250
changes. The hole energy distributions, shown in Fig.
+200
3(b), are derived by the division of the dlc/dVc, curves
S-ctroet Vola. Nb (,,)
(b)
by the q determined above, and the conversion of the
FI.onsets
2horizontal
scale
energy above C, [with
~~FIG. 2. (a) Collector-current
for different Ve0 , ansdfFg
2bIto excess
e normal
ntrsigfaurscnb
o
nobe
can
features
use of Fig. VOL A few interesting
an example of determining the threshold eVis for Vca-0.
ticed. For injection energies in the range 190-210 meV,
Note the very small currents rising from the noiue line. (b) *ý
a clear ballistic behavior is observed. The distributions
and the derivative q as functions of Vc,. Also plotted am the
are extremely sharp with widths at half maximum of
barrier heights from separate measurements of activation energy for thermionic emission [for V >0 <0) the barrier
35 meV, and peaks tracking exactly the injection enerthat for holes in the collector (base)). Inset: A probable
gy, eV5 3 (10 meV apart). At the lower-energy end, decollector-barrier shape.
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We hare used reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHE) to study the surface recovery
of AMaAs under different conditions. A modified process for growth interruptions was then
introduced, where a GaAs monolayer was grown at each growth stop, and the arsenic flux was
turned off during the low-temperature phase of gowth interruptions. Selectively doped inverted

th
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heterounctions were grown using the modified growth interruptions together with low-growth
(to avoid Si and impurity segregation). This combined process gave reproducible
-nperature
t

lay
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eectro mabilities as high as 460000 cm 2/V s with sheet carrier concentration of 2X 10" cm-2
at 4.2 iL
Much attention has been focused on investigating the differences between normal and inverted selectively doped GaAsGaAIAs heto
In the normal structures the
doped AlUaAs layer is grown on top of the undoped GaAs
layer, and thus the two-imensional electron gas (2-DEG)
is formed at the top edge of the undoped Gas layer. In the
inverted structures the undoped GaAs layer is grown on top
of the AIGaAs layer, so that the 2-DEG is formed in the
GaAs right on top of the AIGaAs layer.
The inferior low-temperature electron mobilities of in-

verted structures, always below 10000() CZn2 /V st' 2 (Co_-

pared with values as high as 5X 10' cm 2/V s3 for the normal
structures), were attributed to result from two main problems: dopant (usually Si) and impurity segregation from the
AIGaAs into the GaAs-AIGaAs interface, and the GaAsAIGaAs interface roughness. However, the inverted structures have advantages for some applications due to the easier
formation of Ohmic contacts and the better electrical isolation of the 2-DEG from the substrate. The growth of highquality inverted interfaces is especially important for achievin good quality quantum well and superlattice structures
(as they are comprised of an equal number of normal and
inverted interfaces).
Past attempts to solve this problem did not lead to reproducible results and were only marginally successful. Si segre-

Using refiection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED)
intensity measurements we have optimized the conditions
for periodic interruptions during the growth ofAlGaAs layers. We thus combined periodic growth interruptions with
low-gowth temperature in the doped AIGaAs region (to
avoid Si segregation) to give, for thefnt time, a reproduc,
ible procedure for growing high-mobility selectively doped
single inverted heterojunctions. Electron mobilities as hO
as 460 000 cm 2/V s were measured at 4.2 K with electron
concentration of 2 X 10l cm- 2 .
The layers were grown in RIBER 1000-1 system under
arsenic stabilized conditions. The intensity of the specular
reflection in the RHEED pattern of a (I00)-c(2X4) Asstable reconstructed surface, with the beam in the (110) azmuth was monitored as a function of time at different roulheiing and recovery conditions. The intensity of the RHEED
pattern was recorded in the conventional way using an optical fiber and an amplifying system.9
The RHEED intensity time evolution clearly shows that
the smoothness recovery of GaAs layers is much fsster and
more complete than the recovery ofAIGaAs surfaces. Moreover, a similar enhanced recovery can be seen when only I or
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performing growth interruptions in obtaining high-quality

ty of inverted heterojunctions by applying growth interruptions in order to improve the quality of the AIGas layers.
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However, these results were never further confirmed.
The important role of including short superlattices and
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impurity movement and improve the surface smoothness.6'AI+@
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fraction.' The best reported mobilities for the inverted structure were whieved by introducing a short superlattice in the
AIGaAs below the 2-DEG, which was believed to reduce

We have AMt tackled the problemof

toI
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which in turn dictated the use oflow-growth rates in order to
maintain a good crystalline quality. An attempt to improve

the surface migrton of the atoms and to impurities getterinte & 0
ing at theim

f
ent

A1 Ga0n

gation was reduced by using low-growth temperatures,W -I

epitaxial layers and smooth interfaces by molecular-beam
It has been
epitaxy (MNE) has leady been recognizeVd.
related both to surface smoothing processes' facilitated by
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layer on the MUAsM surfsace is sufient for enhancin the
Covey process; as can be seen an the right-hand side of

FA. I. The RHEED intensity recovery is as fast and com-

Aetesia nthe ue ofthethke depositinoGaAs on top
dAlGaAs.
The arsenic An is normally left on during growth inter-

D)

Wmpt5,

while the substrate temperature is near the congru-

b

W
at sublimation temperature ( - 600 C) or above it, in order
to prevent the decomposition of the surface. However, we
bfound that at substrate temperatures as low as S00 C arsenic

(to

molecules impinging on the surface during growth stops leWd

WL,

to a roughening of the surface. Figure 2 shows the RHEED
adMtesity from A GaAS surface Mintained at 520 "C The
RHEED intensity decreased during growth interruption as

igh

long as the arsenic Ilux was impinging on the surface. As
soon as the impinging arsenic flux was turned off the
RHEED intensity increased significanty, reflecting the en.hced
surface recovery.
Senledsurfactvely deoped
nThe
WSelectively doped inverted heter(junconinvesting, atedin
this work werebasically conventional (in doping, mole frc

Aswo.

Wm,and growth temperature) structures with a single 2-
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DEG located inthe GaAs on top ofthedoped AIGaAs layer.
layers configuration is given
description of the
schematic
A
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h 1tg. 3. A 0.of m-thick buffer layer was first grown atfa

60owTThrae of 0rmhate w as substraedu
temperature/h o
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'. The growth rate was then reduced to 0.20pmo/h. in
ader to maintain a high-crystalline quality during the subqet lower t00
tmperture
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growth of
using during
the growth of the Si doped 10-.anm-thick AioG
,As lay-
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Mi. 3. A schematic croweectiomail view of a typical inv

selectively

doped hberouactuphasiuing the layers i which 20s Ions growth
iterrupionS wer introduced. A schmatic petation of the respective
conduction band diagram is given on the left-hand side of the fgure.

the
e. Two undoped Alo Gao. 0 As spacers were grown, arm.
top one ranged from 4-25 nm and the bottom was 100
bottom spacer prevented a 2-DEG from forming at the
bottom (normal) interface. Periodic growth interruptions

(inluin a GaAs recovery monolayer) were introduced
duringt grot ofe AI nslayers acrdintodthe

- according to the
during the growth of the AIG Mlayes
mh layer
b3
-pnpeddoped
A
described above.Ipacer, capped by
procedurethe
3O-nim-thick Si
top AlGaAs
followed
doped GaAs that was designed to be fully depleted by the

dface potential.
Special care was taken to use more frequent growth interruptions at the top S nm of the AIGaAs spacer layer. There,
we have used a growth stop every 5 ML of AIGaAs. Figure 4
shows the RHEED intensity oscillations recorded during
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the growth of the top portion of the AIGaAs spacer. The
GaAs reccvery layer is clearly seen at each stop, as well as
thepmntatwhichthegrowthofthe undopedGaAstoplayer
was initiated. Note that no growth stop was introduced at
the very top interface of the AlGaAs layer due to the fear of
impurities incorporation at this critical growth interface.
Mobilities and sheet electron concentrations of some
structures grown under different con4itions that were measured at 300, 77, and 4.2 K in the dark are detailed in Table 1.
Mobilities as high as 460 000 cm2/V a with a sheet carrier
concentration of 2X 10"n cm-2 were measured at 4.2 K in
structures which were grown with many growth interrupdons A lower but still comparatively high 4.2 K mobility of
200 000 cm?/V s are achieved for the growth in which only a
single I min long, growth stop was introduced, some 3 umn
below the AlG&As-GaAs interface with no GaAs stop layer.
Theme results are compared with the values achieved when
no growth stops were used but the growth temperature was

reduced during the growth of the Si.doped Al~aAs layer, to
prevent the Si segregation gnd possible impurities migration.
Tbeelectron mobilityin thiscase w" 150 OO0cm1/V sat4.2
K for a spacer thickness of 20 nm. We grew some structures

wih a 4-nm-thick AIG&As top spacer, using one growth
stop 30 nm below the AI•aA-GaAs interface. The 77 K
electron mobility in this case was 70 000 cm 2/V s with a
sheet carrier concentration of 8 X 10"1 cm-.
We found that low-temperature growth Was needed in order to prevent Si segregation or impurities propagation to

atoms on GaAs compared with Al and Go atoms on
AlGsAs. The activation energies, for dision ED, were
found to be 1.3 and 1.6 eV for Goa on GAs and Al o
AIGaAs, respectively." As a result, the average terrace
width on AlGaAs is significantly smaller than on GaAs, re.
flecting the faster recovery of a GaAs surface. Furthermore,
shutting down the arsenic flux during the low temperature
(500 C) growth stops reduces the relative amount of GaAs
molecules on the surface which in turn enables the Ga atoms
to diffuse much faster." Another mechanism which could
be responsible for the improvement in the electron mobilities
could be the trapping of impurities at each of the interfaces
formed during the growth interruptions layers. 10
In conclusion, we present for the first time, a reproducible
pr6cedure for growing high-mobility selectively doped inverted heterojunctions. The key features are the low-growth
tentperature to avoid Si and impurities segregation, the slow
growth rate and the introduction of modified periodic

growth interruptions during the growth of the AlGaAs lay.
ers. Mobilities as high as 460 000 cm2/V s and sheet carrier
concentration of 2x 1011 CM- 2 were measured at 4.2 K in
the dark.
&"cknoiledgmenxw The authors would like to thank U,
Meitav for fruitful discussions. The project was supported
partly by DARPA and administered by the Office of Naval
Research Contract No. N00014-87-C.0709.
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High-mobility variable-density two-dimensional electron gas in Inverted
GaAs-AIGaAs heterojunctions
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Inverted heterointerfaces (GaAs on AMGaAs), which are basic constituents of all quantum

wasinte

wells and superlattices, have been significandy improved using electron difraction and. a
refined molecular beam epitaxy growth procedure. Utilizing them in a novel structure allowed

reduced
terrce

the variation of the electron density over a wide range, with peak mobilities of 4X 105 cm2 /V s.
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The continuously variable electron density allowed comparison to a theoretical analysis of the
low-temperature scattering mechanisms, and their relation to the growth process, establishing
the importance of interface charges and roughness. High-mobility samples were used to
observe the quantum Hall effect with varying carrier concentrations in a single structure.

A high-mobility quasi-two-dimensional electron gas
(2DEG) can now be routinely produced in GaAs-AIGaAs
normal heterojunctions where a doped AlGaAs alhoy is
grown on top of a pure GaAs layer.' So far, in the inverted
heterojunctions, where the pure GaAs is grown on top of the
AIGaAs, 2DEG mobilities were relatively low. Inverted heterojunctions are extrtmely important since half of the interfaces in GaAs-AIGaAs quantum wells and superlattices are
inverted. Single inverted interfaces also have some technological advantages? Attempts to improve inverted structures
have been reported before, but the difficulties were never
resolved. T% .nain reasons were offered to explain the low
mobilities in the inverted structures: (a) interface roughness
that is inherent to the growth process, and (b) impurity segregation during growth towards the interface and the top
GaAs layer.
We report here a study that led to the development, for
the first time, of high-mobility inverted interfaces. Moreover, the interface was embedded in a novel structure (an
inverted semiconductor-insulator-semiconductor, or ISIS)
that enabled the variation of the 2DEG density continuously
from the low value of 2X 10,o to Sx 10"1 cm-1 in a single
structure, with mobilizies approaching those measured in
normal heterojunctions. We find strong correlations between the electron mobility and the AlGaAs interface
smoothness, as indicated by the intensity of grazing angle
reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) spots.
A variable density 2DEG formed at an interface could
facilitate its study, and in particular be useful for inverted
structures. Hence, a novel ISIS structure was developed
where the 2DEG is formed by the application of an electric
field at the GaAs-AIGaAs inverted interface. The structure,
grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), is described in
Fig. 1. Mesas =0.2 pm deep were etched, and four (or six)
lithographically defined AuGe/Nb/Au shallow ohmic contacts were alloyed (to a depth of = 150 nm, avoiding shorting to the gate) to form a Van der Pauw (or a Hall bar)
pattern. Initially no 2DEG is formed, and current does not
flow between the top contacts. As the (positive) gate voltage
1266
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is increased above a threshold voltage of I V, the sheet
density n, of the 2DEG increases proportionally to the electric field at the interface (see Fig. I).
Our initial attempts to produce inverted structures re2
sulted in a relatively low 4.2 K mobility of 5 x 10" cm /V s,
as also obtained by other researchers.'" However, normal
structures with donors in the AIGaAs and thick AIGLAs
spacer layers, grown under the same conditions, had mobilities of some 4X i0 Cm2 /V L In order to overcome these
fundamental differences, which are obviously interface related, we have exploited the RHEED technique,6 observing
the specular reflection pattern of an electron beam in the
(110) direction during growth. The diffraction intensity,
corresponding to the surface smoothness,6 exhibits decaying
oscillations as GaAs growth proceeds. Each oscillation cor
responds to a single monolayer growth time, due to a periodic roughening and smoothing of the surface. The overall decay results from the increased roughness with increasing
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dtieufc improivesand RHEED intensity increases over.2
fAlGaAs is grown. surface roughness builds up morerail
thr
nthe GaAs case, and the recovery is much slower and
sincom-plete. ThU is due to the low surface mobility of the A]
atoms, responsible for the greater roughness of the inverted ~.2interface.7
In order to smooth the top AIGaAs surface the growth
j
was interrpted frequently under excess As flux,' and its rate
reduced to 4 niper minute, to allow the Al atoms reach

werace step and nucleate smoothly' 7 1The resultant electron
mobility was thus improved, and reached apeak valuecof 10'
cm2/V s for.a density n. a6x 101 CM- 2 . However, the 50_
bility dropped very sharply (to a few thousands) when x,

was reduced to 2 X 1"C
lol m 2 .
A deposition of about one monolayer (1 ML) of GaAs
ledto
on the Al~aAs surface just before growth interrupto pton
le t
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FIG. 3. Moblity vs 2DEG density (controldW by a pie voltap) in two
ISIS structurms The results; at the bottom (circes) ane for an inverted interface with AMA male friaction x=0.26 grown at a high substrate tempera.
sture thus suffragS trmhigh interface charge density and mare roughnes.
he tap results (squares) are for xwO.21 inoreporating a thin AIGn&s re-

p

grown at a low temperatume The lines are calculation results from a

ery. Figure 2 compares RHEED intensity oscillations during AIGaMs growth followed by the recovery of both
AlGaMs and AIGaMs + I ML of GaAs. The shorter interigtegot
fati laslyrsm
a eo h
naption time is highly advantageous since the number of ingthgrwho.hiAIaslyrom5nnbewte
was quickly
temperature
the
(thereafter
interface
inverted
orprate
ununds frm te suroudmgis nmmied.
UMM
rie) This procedure, in conjunction with reducing the
the suroundin os minmied.G
fro
s
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UO/V 8,
Emlyn hstcnqei
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2/ as.
AIMs mole fraction to 0.f1, produced superior inverted
normal I(xO= .26) improved the peak mobility to 1.5xXI Wcm 2 /
structures with an extremely wide range of electron densiUas
The mobilities and sheet densities, shown in the lower part m in srmalwsXllC-UtS
flolC
2a
mobili
Fig. 3, were measured by the Van der Pauw method, while
ataimumfr
m obsliyowfs4xlOWcm'upo5 (pe
10 cmrv ofn
teths varying the gate voltage Vs. The maximum achievable n,
aigmaximum1 mobility ofrese0sshapl
the/elupecr curen-f
face Me
was limited by the onset of leakage current into the gate due
Fi.3.s 0 h increases
oiity
then
shaplda
ctrontat doten
elesof.Godom
iserg throuh
tunelng
te rsulingtnanula poental ar2DEG were maintained even at the extremely low density
i n the
rienr of the AlGaAs.
rne
density. A
A further and crucial step involved the reduction of imToudrtadti epnec ndt nlzeeeto
ecaying
purity movement toward the interface. Thus was accomTc understa
nd thise dneptendnead
stu
tors anaplyzedelectro
ion oreduingthesubsrat
plibedby
tepertur to500*C ur- proximate model" that includes scattering by background
pro-.
impurities in the GaAs, by interface charges at the Ga"s
=8ldeAl. Ge. As
AL.fatAs
AIGaAs interface, and by interface roughness. A Fang=Ning
O
Howard envelope wave function (i.e., infinite barrier height
approximation) was used, and the calculation made an apes. Off
proximation for the effective depletion field, that does not
he she
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accurtl
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reflect the more complicated potential profile

near the interface (due to the vicinity of the GaAs-vacuum
interface). The calculation was otherwise conventional.'"
The interface rougb'uess was characterized by a Gaussian
autocorrelation function with rms step height A - 0.2 rnm
to one monolayer steps (somewhat smalleir
the value used by Hirakawa el aL.'3 in thin quantum
wells) and a lateral correlation length A = 5.5 rnm. It was
to invoke a density of Sx10' CM- 2 interface
to account for the low mobility at low electron densipprxiatey Cnsstet WthValesfound
7x 014CM3,

~in Fig. 3, an excellent fit was achieved over the entire range of
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electron densities for thins higher mobility sample (with
x=0O.2 1). Thke data measured on the lower quality sample
(x=r0.26) could be accounted for by a rougher interface
with about 3a 1010 CM- 2 interface Charges. Whtile no great
significance should be attached to the specific numerical valMeirav. Melbum. and Stem
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usused in the analysis, it seems clear that both interface
charges and interface roughness are required to explain our
results. Furthermore, the changes in these quantities resulting from different growth procedures give a direct qualitative correlation between RHEED intensity and interface
roughness and also between the growth temperature and the
accumulation of charged impurities at the interface, as re-.
flected by Coulombic scattering,
Since a 2DEO in inverted structures has never been
shown to exhibit the quantum Hall effect before, low-temperature (0.5 K), high magnetic field (1S T) measurements
were carried out on these structures with Hall bar geometries. The potential of this inverted structure is demonstrated
by doing the measurements ait different gate voltages thus
varying the density over a wide range. We have observed the
quantized Hall effect, including inagnetoresistance dips at
some fractional filling factors as shown in Fig. 4(a). The
shift in the positions of the minima in RA, at different carrier
densities is clearly demonstrated. Figure 4(b) gives RA and
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In summary, we report the study of inverted hetercqiuk.
R. H. K
tions with a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEO). wt
IDMR6
have shown that charges and roughness at the interface at
New Yo'
responsible for the generally poor quality of inverted stril.
Rci
tures. The growth process has been refined with the use of
high-energy electron diffraction, leading to peak mobilitne
Micron
at 4.2 K of 4X 10' cm1/V s. Moreover, this interface wx
fim wi
incorporated in a novel structure (ISIS) which allowed ustosepn
vary the electron density continuously, over awide range, k.
This to
the application of a gate voltage. A numerical calculatios
lengthI
using a simple model allowed the determination of the doni.
microst
nant scattering mechanisms influencing the mobility of dite
K and.
2DEG, which were clearly related to the different growth
procedures. We have demonstrated how the structure could
be exploited by measuring the quantum Hall effect overa a
ihr$1
wide range of carrier densities and mobilities.jrto
esn
Note added in prouof. A similar ISIS structure for charpd mace for the fat:
injection purposes was worked on before by A. Kastalsky, J. ducting quint,
H. Abeles, R. Bhat, W. K. Chan, and M. A. Koza [Appi. nnsiion lbi
~~Phys. Lett. 48, 71 (1986))].
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We report the Amrs successful incorporattion of apseudomorphic InGaAs base in aballistic hotelectron device. The device, with a28-nim-thick In0 I,Ga&&5 As base, had acollector-bas
breakdown voltage of 0.55 V and amaximum current transfer ratio of 0.89 at 4.2 V.,
considerably higher than the 0.75 in acomparable GaAs-base device. Electron energy
spectroscopy measurements revealed that at least 30% of the injected electrons traversed the
InGaAs base ballistically, causing astrong modulation in the injected currents into the
quantzed base. The r-L valley separation in the strained I%,,Ga0.3 As was estimated to be
about 410 meV.
We have recentl y reported on the dc performance of
GaAs tunneling bot-electron transfer amplifier (THETA)
devices and the direct evidence of balitic electron transport
through thin nI-GAslayers. -1Ina typicalTHETAdevice
with a 30-nm-wide n+-GaAs base doped to -lIx 10"9
cm-', about 30% of the injected current was observed to
traverse the base ballistically, while the maximum differential cutmt transfer ratio (a.) was 0.75 at low temperaft 2 By reducing the Collector barrier height and thus increasing the available window for ballistic transport an
aAMF 0.(9 was achieved.'I However, the smal collector barrier height limited the maximum allowed collector-base voltagp without collector leakage to less than 0.3 V.
in this letter, we report the Amrs successful incorporation
of a 28-nm-wide n*-In),Gal -,,As (y - 0.15) pseudomorphic layer as the base in the THETA device. This device is
expected to suffer less from transfer to the L valleys due to a
lna rge-L valley separation. At the same time, the increased
conduction-band discontinuity between AlGaAs and
InGsAs, enables us to reduce the AlIs mole fraction in the
collector barrier for the same collector-bas breakdown voltage. Thi tends to improve the quality of the AIGaMs and
reduce the scattering of hot electrons in the collector barrier.
Indeed we have found in the novel device a collector-base
breakdown voltage of 0.55 V for an AlAs mo~le frcionm of
0.15, and a maximum differential current transfer ratio
am, =049 at 4.2 K.
The InGAAs -suoopi structures were grown by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on (100) n-GvaAs substrates. Figre I describes the energyband diagram of the
device =nder normal biass conditions in acommon-base configuration (CDC). The tunnel injector on the left is formed
from athin Al5 Ga, -,As layer (10 nin, undopedx -0.28)
which ssandwiched between an nl-OaAs emitter and a28nm-thick n"-lnGal...,As (Y=- 0.15) base which isdoped
to 1.1 x 101 cm-3 . Another undoped AI~Ga,..-,As layer
(70 nan, x = 0.15) between the base and the n'-GaAs collector layer forms the collector barrier, thus preventing the
equilirummelectonsinthe base fromenterng the collector.a

reduce the quantum mechanical reftections of the incoming
hot electrons.f
The measured output cactrsics.'e VC2, in aCDC
at 4.2 K are shown in Fig. 2(a). These characteristics are
very similartothaweof abipolar transistor. Due to thelrr
1&
conduction-band discontinuity, the collector-base break.
down voltage ( Vcg) is about 0.55 V compared to
VCam =0.3 V in the GaAs device with similar ALMs ana
fraction In the Collector barir The diferenitial Currut
transfer ratio-injection voltage chrctrsics.dJ
WE, - V.., of the same device are shown in Fig. 2(b). Noke
that the device has aGM -0.89 (0.87 at 77 K) that issubawn
tially higherthan a1 , -0.75 in the GaAs devices with simile
base doping: and thickness.2 Note also the resonances evideu
in the curves which are related to quantum mechanical inter
ference of the ballistic electrons in the thin base and will Ie
discussed later. We attribute the higher a1 to the larger Nenergy separation ErL in the strained InGaAs base.
When the injection energy ishigh enough, some of tit
ballistic electrons transfer to the L valleys in the base resuling in a decrease in the current gain a. This was seen befoie
in the GaAs THETA devices.3 In the pseudomorpla
InGaAs-base device only aslight decrease in a isobserved
at highinjectionenergies [Fig. 2(b)).The value for ErL in

The AlMs mole fraction in the collector barrier is graded
down so x =0.07 over the last 10 um on the base side to

p1). 1. Schemaotic diagrmo of the conduction band of aTHETA d9aWi
.udertoward bas qwatioo.
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4.2 K.Th

7) plotswere oodandthe effectve Richardsonconsant A
was 0.8-1.2. The results in Fig. 3 show a linear dependena
of the collector barrier height, Oc, oe Vcs in the rangt
than 40 mV. Since q~ = 0.23 in the range of our spec
troscop measurements (ideally it should be 10 umf7(
n-0.
mI 14). Gc - dle/dVca and the true hot-electron disi
tribution are linearly scaled and are similar in shape. G,
curves for injection energies 9Va - lSO-170 neV are plotted in Fig. 4. A clear ballistic behavior is observed. The peak
in Gc track exacty the iiWection energy qV." and
are at f Va - A (the "ballistic condition) where A -.23
MeV (Ref. 6) isthe displacement of the normal energy dis-

b mfv
uretpnav
V, is tho threhodm vokap for the L.

tribution peak below the Fermi level in the emitter (Fig. 1).
The ballistic fraction of the electrons that cros the AlGaAs
Vausy tr~anfr.
anaklyzer peak is estimated at about 30% of the injected current.
tandbs cnb siae ro h au f
Th ballistic transport maintains the phase coherence of
7e
strandbs ant bereastima.ted fromnth vsascalue the electrons and thus interference efrects in the base can
Vthe Vwer
ed with the Fermi level in the emitter being one phononi take place This resulted in resonances in the tunneling curwineof
abvehe henerg
btto ofthe bad. henrents
into the base as shown in Fig. S.The tunneling conducnrg bvetebotmofteL ad
tanc is expected to reach a peak whenever the peak of the
rL -qV~. + rg - E1 . - qV,.,
normal energy distribution~atqVzz - 6crossesthe bottom
where to is the Fermi energy in the base. E.,, the optical
phonon energ at the edge of the Bdriouin zone, and Vam.
the voltage drop due to the parasitic base resitance We
estimate a r-L valley separation of about 410 meV (comTw4.2K
Pared to 290 meY in GaAs 3 ). Thi& issomewhat bigger than
-370 meV predicted by the virtual crytal approximation.
6m
VI6
Employing the "electron energy spectroscopy"' techMuW
uque,' the application of Vcq causes the potential height of
the collector barrier above the Fermi level in the baseO, to
c
change, thus affecting the collector current density Je- The
110M
energy distnibuion associae with the perpendicular momentum (normal energy distribution) can be approximated
3W
by (Il/qi) djc/d~cs ). where .9- (1/#) (d4'c/dVcg ) is a
Proportioa.it factor.' Since the potential shape of the collector barrieris complicated by'barrier parameters that are
4
anP
7
d~ut o control (unintentional chargesW S. ugregation,5
~and
the shape of the composition grading). the barrier
V r~
height as a function of Vci; was determined from the activaII0.4. Ditoreatial output conductance Gc u a function ofthe cailector.
tOw eau for thermnionic emission. In the temperature, bev
The parameteras themJasection vokaep V. Tbe value vIGc a
rangelOOK<T< 180 K, the linearitieaotn('je/T 2 ) VS (1/
proporoitoth enmberofbulhsic dhctc~m
- ,, isb ineto*ren
i, cio voitage Ivu at 4.2 K.

I"4?
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K (0.87at 77 K), and the minimum ballistic fractim a

about 30%, detected by an aeergy spectroscopy tacha•.
The relatively high gain was attributed mainly to the ipae

I

~r-L .aergy separation.
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T. W. Hickmot and S. Tozw for their help in the measr.
meats. The work was partly supported by DARPA ad ad.
ministered by ONK. contract No. N00014-874.0709.
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of a quasi-2D electron band formed in the base. We have
estimated these conductance peak positions by solving the
Schr6dinger equation in the In.5Gak.,As base "suming
W - 0.060mre, where m, is the free-electron mass and a
nonparabolicity parameter a - 0.72 eV-I obtained from
the virtu
crystal pproimatiog.7 and noted them in Fi, S.
Even though this is not a self-consistent solution for the Poisson and Schrdig equations,' it sti gives a very good
agreement with the experimental results. Note also that the
observed strong peak in Fig. 5 are another iAcation of the
large fraction of ballistic electrons,
In summary, we report on the bust ccesful demonstration of a pseudomorphic n-type InGaAs base THETA
device. The maximum current tmnsfer ratio was 0.89 at 4.2
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We report an observation of auigeoda~hmmemisson by moesenersatic hot electrons travmsiag thi x +-type Ga&s and thin undoped AIGa~s layers in tirns. Much shorter than the classical phooon
panid. This was dams by injecting ballistic electrons into the thin layers with energy around the threshold for optical phoonnemissaison and mionitoring their ashl uelery. We estimate a scattering time of
200 linac for electrons with energ of about 85mweV in n+-type GaAs. and -550 lisac for 40-=eV
eletrons in andoepd AlG&As

73.SO.O. 63.20.Dj
PACS mambewo
Among the variey of phosoas in GaAs, the longitudilial optical MLO) phosions are coupled most strongly to
low-eerg electrons. Electrons with wave vector k will
scatter via phonons with wave vector tqtok (q -k-k')
with a probability proportIoa to Iqi in unscrene
material thus preferring to maintain their original directdon. The q-0O LO pbonon energy in GaAs has been
measured via neutron scattering' and inelastic tunnelmg&2 and ishewwu 3 6 meV. At low temperatures when
the phomo occupation number issmsall, scattering events
are mostly due to pbonon emission which is possible only
when the delctroni energy exceeds the lowest unoccupied
energy state by at least 36 meV. Using energy spectroscopy, Dimaria es &II have observe phosne replicas in
S10 2 in electro distributions emerging into vacuum.
Multipofto emission in GaAs Was observed by Shaw 4
via phooconductiity experimniits, and more recently by
Hickmolt #Iat I in tunnelin experiments. We report
here a direc observation of moonreiballistic, hot
elctrons__ that emitted a single LO phonon when traversing verny thin layers of n *-type GaAs and insulating AlGaAs. It isparticularly interesting that the transit time
of the elctons through the layers is smaller than the

charges in all our molecular-beam-epitaxy layers.$ the
measured barrier height was about 73 w.V (the additional 10-meV bowing is expected to have a potential
maximum at the center of the barrier). With doping of
8X107 CM - in all X+-type GaMs layers and Fermi eneagy of 45 meY at 4.2 K, the spectometer potential
height aboove the Fermi level in the base was OC
-73-45-28 meY. The barrier height was measured
by observing the onset of the collector current as will be
shown later. For our thick injector tunnel barrier, 50 nm
thick with x -7%, the expected full width at half maximum 7of the injected energy distribution is about 4
MeV.6
Applying Vcm ?- 30 meV across the spectrometer barrier, reduces its potential peak to 63 meY (by Blattening
the bowing potenia) and Shifts its position to the base
side (flat-band conditions as seen inFig. 1). A further
incease in Vap affects Oc only slightly. This assures
that a large enough window a exists between the phonon
Je

classial peio- (2mlew).a
-bo
To observ the emission of a phonon by a hot electron,
height was considerably lower than how to enable elec-I
trmn with energy less than hoew to pass but sufficiently
hig to prevent those hot electrons that lest hewo from
produced by atunnelbarrier (ijector), whichwasmade
aspecialy wide in order to achieve an energetically narrow hot-electro beamn. Our hot-electron structures, desuibed in Mig 1, were gWown by molecular-beam epitaxY, wen boRmposed of N -type GaAs emuitter, undoped
AM&M~ tand barrier injcto, a '-type GaAs transport
nowGie.(bss), undoped Al~aAs spetrometer barrier,
sad is+-tp GaAs collecor law.%~' The spectomte
hare,70 = thick, with ALMs mole fraction x -7%,
had a .sdcimbn discontinuity of 63 MeV. Decam of some x lO"1-cm ' unintentional negative

hn
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FIG 1.Tecnucinbn in th bo-leto stutr

with the expected ballistic electron distribution and the
different thresholds for phonon emission. lnsw: The expected
behavior ofa., as a result of phonon emission in GaAs and in
AlosAs.
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-45)- IS meV1,allowing the full width of the ballistic

distuibutioun, injected by the tuanne barrier, to surmount
the spectrfhmeter barrier before emitting a phonon. We

have looked at the differemial transfer ratio. defined as
a - dicIdIE for Vc& - const, where Ic and I~r are the collected...and..mitted (injected) currents, as a function Of
the injection voltage, VEO. The quantity a is a good
measure of the electron loss since it eliminates constant
leakage currents and normalizes the collected current to
the injected current (which rise rapidly with the injection voltage).
In Fig. 2we show the behavior of afor structures with
base widths of 52 and 32 inm, for different spectrometer
biasing voktage Vcp > 0. We see that a rises rapidly
when the injection energy eV5 5g exceeds the barrier
height, Oc IOc(O) -28 meY for VC& -0, as seen in Fig.
3(a)I. Whein eV,,-36 meV, the LO phonon energy a
drops sharply, reaching a minimum around 40 meY and
thereafter increases again. The drop in a beyond V, 1
-36 mV is due to those ballistic electrons that emitted a
phonon. The overall monotonic rise of a is determined
by the energ dependence of all scattering mechanisms.
and in particular the quantum-mechanical reflections
from the base-spectrometer interface, dominant for enerOna close to the spectrometer potential height. We define the fractional loss of electrons at energy E due to
phonon emission as aw.i(E)/a,.(E), where ir"(E) is
the measured a(E). and a.1 n(E) is the extrapolated
1058
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FIG. 3. The transfer ratio a exhibiting the phonon emission
in AlsGai -xAs. for (a) x =7%, and for (b x =20% and 32%.
Note in (a) how the phonon-related loss peak in the Al~aAs
builds up as Vca becomes slightly negative.

a(E) asifphonon emission did not occur, as seen in Fi
2. The different slopes of a(E) before and after threshold indicate an increase in the scattering rate as the elec.
tron energy increases. To minimize the error in our estimate for the scattering rates deduced from the extrapolated as..(E), we measure am/am,j
at the lowest possible energy above threshold, namely, about a distribution
width above the threshold energy. As Vcp increases, Oc
4dcreases (indicated by the shifting onsets of a in Fig.
2), and the ballistic window Aincreases (up to about IS
meV as shown before), foilowed in turn by an increase of
asi.e)/a1 ,(E.
We Aind that increasing Vas above 35
mV does not increase Aand amj.(E)/ a.(E) any more
We estimate the mean free path X~ from Fig. 2 using
exp(-daA)"'aw.(E)/a.~(E), where dg is the base
width. At an energy of about 85 meV we find X= 126
nm and I - 30 nin for the structures with base width of
52 and 32 snm, respectively. Since at 85 meY the ballis-
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tic electron velocity is about 6.1 x 107 cm/sec (assuming
a band-edge effet~ve electron mass of 0.067m, and a
soaparabolicity parameter f- -0.8341eV),9 the deduced scattering time for plonon emission r at 85 meV
is about 210 f(ec in the n +-type GaAs layers. At slightly higher energies, say 90 meV, we find x.= 115 nm and
vas 185 fsec. It is interesting to note that our results are
in approximate agreement with experiments done in unscreened GaAs layers0 We compare our results with
the theoretical predictions for the LO phonon emission
rate in undoped G&ALs In mks units,

"I M42M 1/2AIEI ±h
A(E)

4,f2-xhk2 E~ 9

(i+XLO)F(E,E').

CDC

Jbarrier

Here,
AI

y'~(E+y'~()

n
1/2(E)--

However, the possibility of an emission of an unscreened,
uncoupled, LO phonon, in agreement too with our observations should not be ruled out.
The same structure enabled us also to observe singlephonon scattering events in AIGaAs. In the spectronw
ter barrier, when the ballistic hot electrons lose energy
and relax to the bottom of the conduction band, they can
"roll back" to the base or "roll forward" to the collector,
depending on the potential shape in the barrier. Indeed,
for Vce > 0 it is difficult to verify the existence of electron scattering in AIGaAs, since both the ballistic elec-

trons and the ones that scatter reach the colector. However, when a small negative bias is applied across the

(-10 to -20 mV), a clear peak in a isobserved
(1)

F(E,E')-
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'~more

+B]
'

y(E)-E(!-PE), E'-E-OJL0, niLo is the phonon
occupation number, ec- 12.9to and e. -10.9to are the
static and optical dielectric constants of GaAs and eo is
the permitivity of free space, A, 5, and C are factors due
to nonparabolicity effects (in parabolic bands A -C -I
and B-0), and m -0.067m,. Substituting in Eq. (1)
nLOO at T -4.2 K, E -85 meV, E'-49 meV, and calculating" A-5.5, B--0.52, and C-5.3, we find
T-240 fsec.
This excellent agreement with our measured T is somewhat surprising since at our equilibrium electron concentration of 8 x 10i7 cmn- I the q-0 LO phonons and plasmons have similar energies (hwpa, 38 meV), and thus
interact strongly, resulting in two coupled modes: a
plasmonlike mode with q-0 energy hw+(0)-43 meV
and a phononlike mode with h-(0)-28 meV (Ref.
12). The lowest possible IqJ modes for which scattering
is most dominant in unscreened GaAs is
M I k(85 meV) I - i k'(49 meV) I X 106 C - I
and qu/kF=mo.35, where kF is the Fermi wave vector.
Because of dispersion, we would expect to observe two
thresholds, one at hoa+(0.35)'-57 meV and the other at
ho-(0.35)='31 meV (RAf. 12), both are not observed.
Screening might be rather important since ko> Iqnai,
where Ilko is the Thomas-Fermi screening length. Then
emission of higher q LO phonons with hwLo" 3 6 meV
can dominate due to their high density, explaining the
36-meV peak. Since the coupling to the plasmon branch
is expected to be strong,' 2 the absence of an observed
threshold at 57 meV is not clear. The higher q, higher
frequency, plasmons modes, however, are heavily
damped by single-electron excitations, and thus not observable. Quantization effects in the narrow base are
less likely to affect our observations due to the similarity
of the results found in the 52- and 32-an-wide bases.

near eVE.#-Oc+ 3 6 meV, 13 as we show in Fig. 3(a) (the
GaAs-like LO phonon is 35.5 meV in AIGaAs with
x e-7%). Here the estimate for IL is cruder since it is

difficult to determine accurately the traversal re-

gion in the AIGaAs barrier (see dotted line in Fig. 1).
At higher negative bias, the threshold voltage is not
unique and the phonon threshold broadens and shifts to
higher energies. We have used the same method as be.
fore to estimate X. Using an estimated length to the potential peak of 45 nm for Veat - - 10 mV (via a Poisson
solution) and an excess energy in the AlGaAs of =-40
meV, we find IL-230 nm. With an estimated average
ballistic velocity of 4.2 x 10' cm/sec in the barrier, we arriveat r-550fsec. Using in Eq. (l)E-40meV, E'-4
meV, and the appropriate parameters for Alo.Gao.93As, 14.15 We find rir490 fsec, which is in good agreement
with our measurements.
Phonon emission can also be observed in AIGaAs layers with higher AlAs mole fractions. We have fabricated
similar hot-electron structures but with x -20% and
32% in the barriers. Here, an electron energy in the
GaAs base must be at least some 180 and 290 meV, respectively, to enter the AlGaAs spectrometer, however,
in AIGaAs the electron energy can be near the phonon
emission threshold. Figure 3(b) shows the a of these two
devices for a small negative spectrometer voltage,
Vet - - 10 mV. Again, the peaks in a are very near 36
meV above Oc, resolving clearly the GaAs-like LO phonons (which are about 35 and 34.3 meV in AIGaAs with
x-20%and 32%, respectively"" 3 ). The ALAs-like phonons, being 44.6 and 47 meV, respectively, are difficult
to resolve since the ballistic distributions at high injection energies in these structures are much broader (=-60
meV, Ref. 7). Since the energy width of the ballistic distributions here is wider than the window A=36 meV,
and its width requires an extrapolation too long for an
the validity of a as a
accurate determination of a.(E),
quantitative measure of electron loss is questionable. If
we assume the dominant scattering to be due to the
GaAs-like LO phonons and E -40 meV, Eq. (1) predicts
r-400 fsec in AIGaAs with x -- 25%, and a X of about
150 nm.
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in summary, we have directly Observed electrons that
emitted a dsink longitudinal optical phonon in x +type
GaAs and in undoped Al~aAs layers In both layers a
clear single threshold at 36 meY (the LO phonon enerave stiate iii phnon
gy) bseved
a gy) anas bsevedandwe
wthrveesholdtto
the pono
related scattering time near thoedhord thyo 200
a +.type GaAs.
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High-Gain Pseudomorphic InGaAs Base Ballistic
Hot-Electron Device
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is sevee sad hinds the MAXIMUM possible curmu gain. For describes the energy-banddiagram of the device under normal
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r The 10-mm-thick
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with x(ALAW) - 1S porcess for Vc& - 0 (daowd lion). CaIoamd peak
position is the mi*e amkcansmme by the ver" ers

with x(AIks) =-15 percent (als shown in Fig. 2(b)), a barrWe
height of 213 meV is determined. Using the comnducti,on-band
discootinuiy AEc - 0.67AEo [21. [7) for OsasAIOLAs
beerostructure, we get AEc between hineaea~wAs and Gaos
of some 90 =eV, or 7.5 meVil percent of InAs. For Vcp 0.2 V, the device shows, a rather uniform a - 0.97, with
strong resonance peaks that reach unity. Note that a nea its
onset rises rapidly over about 60-80 meY, a characteristic
feature of ballistic distributions -60 meV wide [NJ. The
resonances in a are due to the "virtual sonte" in the thin
quantumn-wel base [91. resulting from interference effects of
the ballistic electrons passing over the collector barnier (sml
quantum mechanical reflections from the collector barrie
form these states). These resonances are als visible in the
tunneling current injected into the base, as shown in fth
derivative of Is with rspecnt o Vjor in Fig. 2(b). For nr* 0.061me, where m, is the free electron mos, the peak
positions agre fairy well with the
to diesona
subband energies calculated for a square well base [1] (see
Fig. 2(b)). Note that the strong
observed also indicate a
larg fraction of ballistic electrons.
We anttrbi the high a parficularlyto the laprgeI-L energy
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(a Oipotcheuasowstimls Imcommomoeuadmr comflwratim. (b)
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CuwewSa alele s cafigArasluas ma dod tse ~ "e
a
asi tof41 at d duadacid fer L valley
Ieer
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sept~ar atio ErL. The typical drop commonly observed in a
when die injetio energ exceeds ErL (31 was difficult to
observe here due to the thin base. Howeerm, a distinctive
reduction was observed in the differential current gain in a
Geilrconfiguration (CEC), 0 - die/dig, where
Is is the base current. The output charcteristics of die device in
CEC are shown in Fag. 3(a), exhibiting a rAthe high output
conductance. 19 is plotted in Fig. 3(b) as a function of VM
where Vc, is a parameter. The trasfer to the L valleys can be
clearly identified when reaches a maximumn and subseqWentdy drops sharply. 0 reaches a maxinmmn of 41 at Vcff 0.7 V ad V, 5 i = O35mV (at 77 K,.
27 atthe same
applied voltages). A simpl exponential dependence of the
static currn gain (IclIa) on the base thicknes leads to a
mean-free path (m1fa) for ballistic transport large than 500 =m
sit 4.2 K just below the threshold for L valley transfer. A
similar device but with heavier doping in the base (1 x lots
cmn ý and 15 percent AIMs mole frateon in fthcollector
bonrierhbad amauimumcurrent gain of17 at 77 Kand 21 at4.2
K (a uipof some 360 am). We attribut the resultant long
nafp's tothe quasi two-dimension alture of the base, thus
leading so riedue scat~eterigevens[0). Erjcanbefoundby
adding the Fermi energ (45 meY) to the threshold (360-365
meY), and subtracting an LO zone edge phonon energy (28

IO a a.:

O*GA1N 1nAa BASE SAUJISM NOT-ELECTRON DEVICE

=V) (3]. This leads to rL - 380 meV in the strained
in. 1fgtAs (we have found before ErL - 410 meV in
strained In..,,Ga4sAs layers [I]).
To coclude, with the introduction of the InGaAs pseudomofphic base in a ballistic ho-electron device, high pin (41 at
4.2 K), attributed mainly to a large F-L energy separation (380 meV), was realized. Further increase in the F-L energy
separation might enable even higher gains. The devices exhibit
Wong quantm size effects due to the large fraction ofballistic

electrons traversing the 21-nm base.
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inert gas reactive ion etching damage to GaAs using Inverted heterojunctions
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Selectively doped inverted heterojunctions containing a two-dimensioval electron gas were
used as a sensitive vehicle for monitoring dry processing damage. We found that the electron
sheet concentraton, strongly dependent on the total number of carriers in the GaAs cap layer,
and the mobilities were significantly depressed even for very short exposures to low-voltage
helium plasmas. Argon, which caused less degradation than helium, was found to increase the
sheet carrier concentration and hence the mobility after prolonged exposure. The dama
mechanism responsible for the carrier loss in both cases is most likely the production of traps.
The subsequent carrier increase seen for the argon case is probably attributable to the creation
of a very thin donorlike damage layer on the surface of the GaAs cap layer.

LP

FIC

GaAs/AJGaAs h
devices are susceptible
to electrical damage caused by dry etchin&.' The damage
becomes more evident as the eptaxial layers are reduced in
thickness. The tunneling hot-electron transfer amplifier
(THETA) device, 2 whose base dimensions have decreased
by 80% since first fabricated, experiences carrier depletion
after reactive ion etching (RIE) at low dc self-bias voltages.
Previous work 3 related the carrier depletion in the base layer
ofthe device to overetching at an etch stop layer. That study,
however, did not explore the role of the inert buffer gas in

causing damage. While other work4 ' did study the effect of
inert gas ion damap on GaAs, this ommunication examines the particular efect o low-Vo
e inert gas plasmas on

the sheet carier concentration and dectron mobility in he-

their cap layers etched in a 3:1:50 phosphoric acid etch
(phosphoric acid: hydrogen peroxide: water) maintained at
0 ".CThis etch removes 30 nim of G•As per minute. Etch
times ranged firomS to 30 s. The 5s etch samples displayed a
decrease in the number of 2DEG carriers and a Slight in.
crease in the mobility. This suggests some parallel conduction in the a-grown hete
cture. The other chemically
etched samples showed reduced sheet carrier concentrations
as well as decreased mobility as more of the cap layer was
removed. The solid triangles in FW 1, with the etch times

th
ag
tri;

listed next to each point, represent these data.

de,

The decrema in sheet carrier concentration with the rmduction in cap layer thicknes is attributable to the systemat.

in!
in

ic removal of carriers from this layer which caused an in-

so

cr•.eas in the depletion layer width at the surface. Simple

-telsnm

Theselectivety doped inverted heterojunction (SDIH)'
samples used for this study were grown by molecular-beam
epitaxy (ME). An undoped GaAs buffer layer, grown on a
semi-insulatin GaAs (100) substrate, is followed by a thick
(85.6 sum) AlA"
,aeAs
spac" layer. This spacer prevents
the formation ofa two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in
the GaAs buffer layer. A 10-nm-thick layer of n4 -type
( X 10'/cm) Si-doped AIo.GsagSAs followed by a 6-nm,

modeling results, using a heterostructure simulator which

an

solves the o
-d
(1D) Poison's equation for the
potential and uses Ferni-Dirac statistics to determine the
charge, show a reduction in carrier concentration with a de.
creas in cap layer thickness. Plotted as a line in Fig. 2(a) is

qu

undoped Al"OGaAs spacer layer comes next. The struc-

4.0

ture is completed with a 100-nrm, undoped GaAs layer and a
32-nmn+-type (I x 10nS/cm3) GaAscap layer. ThisGaAs/

3.5Ps
-)j.

Al~aAs heteroctre, which sev as the diagnostic tool

3.0--•-5

in this study, has a single 2DEG located in the GaAs on top
of the AlGAs layer. In this type of structure, the 2DEG
concentration at the GaAs/AIGaAs interface is critically
dependent on the number ofcarriers in the GaAs cap layer.
Square (IO0X 100pm 2 ) van der Pauw7 patterns, lithographically defined and mesa etched on the heterostructure,
hadohinic contacts [AuGe(120nm)/Ni(20nm)/Au (200

squares were mounted on headers and bonded at a temperatare of 1601C. The Hall mobility, measured on as-grown
samples at 77 K in the dark, was 34 400 cm2/V s with a sheet
carrier concentration of 6.7 x 10,,/cm 2. The solid dots in
Fig.
thse1represnt
rxspos.d
I represent then results.
The samples used as a baseline for the experiment had
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100

s
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pies, however these quantities both increase as the plasmak
7

exposure time increases.

1
4

IThe experimental data points, for the most part, lie
along a line that runs diagonally through Fig. 1. This sug_

15

gests that the mechanism for the sheet carrier concentration

__2

2o

25
30
cUp ThIDcim (11m)

35

samples, carriers are systematically removed from the cap

U
(b)77 K2.0

5
5

n

layer. The generation of traps by ions and photons' that
compensate the dopant in the GaAs cap layer appears to be
responsible for the carrier loss in the plasma exposed sam-

1.5..n

pies. Trap generation induced in GaAs has been observed

*

4.15
4.0

inl

and mobility decrease in the ion exposedsamples is similar to
that in the.chemically etched baseline samples. This mechanism is carrier loss in the cap layer. In the chemically etched

-

-,
10"a

10"

and characterized for various dry etching techniques.',
The experimental results indicate that the low-voltage
helium and argon plasmas affect the heterostructure sam-

FIG. 2. Simulation results for a SDIH structure at 77 K. (a) The sheet

ples differently. The helium damage ( - 50 V and 7 s) is

carrier comnentration m a function of the GaAs cap layer thicknes is plot-

equivalent to the removal of carrie

leda a line. Ti stoieui
hl
anaene experim
ehrmotal
daofpoic derived
fo. the phospboric acid ech rmult (b) Po ofthe incremeinte heat
carrier concentration a th density cfdonorlike traps isineased within a
thin (1.5 and 2.0 nm) surface layer of the GaAs cap.

e

the data derived from this simulation which qualitatively
agree with the phosphoric acid etch data plotted as sold
triangles. The decrease in mobility is directly related to the
decrease in sheet carrier concentration because ofthe screening effect produced by the electron gas. A density reduction
in this electron gas results in increased scattering and a subsequent mobility decrease,
The SDIr van der Pauw squares, subjected to helium
and argon plasmas under RIE-like conditions, helped to
quantify the electrical damag• caused by the inert gases. The
reactive ion etching system is a conventional, parallel plate

reactor described elsewhere. 3.' The van der Pauw samples

from the cap layer and

o

reduces the number of carriers in the 2DEG by about
3 X 10"/cm2. A 15-s exposure results in a loss of about
5 X 10"'cm2 carriers. Argon, after an initial loss of about
2 x 10' /cm 2 carriers, shows an increase in carrier concentration and mobility with increased exposure times. Figure 3
shows an expanded view ofthe argon data from Fig. 1. Listed
beside each point is the plasma exposure time. A probable
explanation f r the carrier increase in the 2DEG is the creation eVa high density ofdonorlike traps at the surface of the
GaAs cap layer by the prolonged argon bombardment. "'.2
Moing multi gven i Fig 2(b) show an i
i carrierconcentration as the density of these donorlike traps is
incr
within a thin layer at the GaAs cap surface. The
results from the argon experiments represent a balance between the carrier loss in the cap layer and the creation of the
donorlike damage layer. In Fig. 3, the 10-s argon exposure
resulted in a loss of about 2 x l0' /cm 2 carriers in the
2DEG. Shorter argon exposure times might have shown

greater depletion. Longer times show the effect ofthe surface

were first exposed to a helium plasma under conditions similar to those used to etch the THETA devices. These condi-

tions include a flow rate of 6 sccm, a pressure of 15 mTorr, a
dc self-bias voltage of - 85 V, a power density of 0.03 W/
cm 2, and an exposure time of 15 L Although no measurable
etching of the heterostructure surfaces took place, these
samples showed extensive reductions in sheet carrier concentration and mobility. A dc self-bias voltage of - 50 V, at

4.0

,
I70

77 K
.

3.

a pressure oflISmTorr, apower density of 0.01 W/CM2, and
plasma
exposure times
of 7 and
15 concentration
s were the next
setmoof
and
carrier
Ile sheet
helium parameters.
bility were low but not to the extent of the - 85 V case. Ile
results fort hese samples, plotted as solid diamonds in Fig. 1,
lie approximately on a line with the results for the chemically
etched samples.
The van der Pauw surfaces exposed to an argon plasma
at a flow rate of 6 sccm, a pressure of 15 mTorr, adc self-bias
fr
tmes
W/C2
of - 50 V, and a power density of 0.01 W/cm for
times
ranging from 10 to 40 s displayed less degradation. Figure 1
shows the argon data, plotted as solid squares, clustering
between and approximately on a line with the 5- and 10-s
phosphoric acid etch results. The sheet carrier concentra-

tions and mobilities are slightly less than the as-grown samlc01
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FIG. 3. The Hall mobility for the samples exposed to an aron plasma are
ploted vs cmierconcentration. The various exposure times are listed next

to the eperimental points. For these samples the effect of longer bombardment times increams the effective carrier concentration and the mobility.
T"e arwn val (0) are plotted ma guide.
Knoedler. Ostedkin. and Helblum
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modiliadion with - apparent limit to the carrier incrme,

examine the efects of other inert gao Om herSwnctr
M

The mbility, however, continues to increase and W- conhaig a 2DEG.
proi s Oh valueo the as-grown samples plotted as solid
Th authors would like to acknowledge vety usEi dis.
2
doos in Fig. 3. It ha been =sgesWe that asemic depletion
at the GaAs surface, with the arenic vacancies having a
donor character, s reaponsible for the donorlike damage lay.
er.
The sheet carrier concentration and hence the mobility
of the 2DEG in heterostructure devices is critically depen-

dent on the intgrity of surface epitaxial layers.' Itis importhat even low-voltage plasmas
r d
therefore,
tant to understand, taKto
l,
can drastically alter the conduction of a 2DEG. Also, for

s Me device structures, thermal processing for damage emoval is not feasible, so care is recommended when employing inert gases for cleaning and ben.
In conclusion, we have examined the damage caused by

low-voltage helium and argon plasmas on an inverted hetegotructure. Helium severely degraded the sheet carrier
concentration and the mobility of the 2DEG at a dc self-bias
voltage ofonly - 85 V for 15 L Argon damage was limited,
with extended bombardment causing an increase in the carrier concentration and the mobility. This increase is most
probably due to the creation of a thin, donorlike damage
layer at the surfaceof the GaAs cap layer. Future studies will

ciuuions with L. Staaiak. T. Hickmott. T. F. Kuech. D. J.
Frank, L Hove, and S. Tiwari, and the help of A. C Warrem for his hetemstructur modeling (HETMOD) program.
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Transport in rev sibly laser-modified YBS2 CU3O-..X superconduct
thin films
Robert R. Krchnavek
•hlke,, Moms Research a
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W
y
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blication 10 October 1988)

A focused argon ion laser beam in a contro
ambient is used to
f the transport
properties of superconducting YBa2 Cu30, -.
films. The
-modified region shows a
sharp transition temperature (T, = 76 K) that is 'uced fro the unmodified regions of the
film (T. - 87 K). In situ monitoring of the roomelectrical resistantce is used to
control the laser processing and prevent formation of th
'conducting phase. The original

properties of the superconducting film can be recov

by

oxidation indicating that

the laser-induced phase is oxygen deficient.

Electronics is a potentially important area for tre applications ofthe high transition temperature (T superconductors based on the La-Ba cuprates discov
by Dednorz
and Muller,' and the Y-Ba cuprates discov
by Wu et aI.
These potential applications will rely hea y on the ability to
make and process thin films of these
teriala and control
their local transport properties on microcopic scale. In
this communication, we report on e transport propertiesof
that have been locally
mperconducting Y"1 2 CU3 O• _
modified by laser-induced heating in a controlled ambient.
1802

J. APPL Phys. U (4). 15 F*ruafy 1969

In contrast to prev

s work,' we demonstrate that the
laser-modified film n
not be driven to the insulating region of the phase ia
but may be controlled in such a
way as to produce a su
ucting phase with a reduced
ture. This opens the posand well-defined transition
sibilityofcontrollingcritical
t and making weak links.
Furthermore, by placing the
odified sample in an
oxygen plasma, the orginal film
can be recovered
leading us to believe the laser-induced phase is oxygen defident.
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LAteral Tumslig, Ballistic Tramspor, ma Spectroscopy In a Tw*-4Nm=md

10 A

IL 1989

Dectrom Gm

A. Paevski, M. Heiblum, C. P. Umbach, C. M. Knoedler, A. N. Broes, (') aWd Rt. H. Koch
IBM Research Dlualou T. J. Watson Research Center. Yorkmon. 1f~hu New York ION
(Received 7 Novamber 198)
We report a direct observation. via electron eery spectroscopy. of lateral tndeling and lateral ballistic electron transport in a two.dimensioal electron as (21) EG). This was accomplishad through the
use of a novel transistor structure employing two potential barries iadu Aed by 50-nm-wide motacl gat
deposited on a GaAs/AIGaAs selectively doped hetrostructure. Hot electron with very narrow energy
distributions (- 5 meV wide) have been observed to ballistically traverse 2D EG regions 170 -m wide
with a mean free path of about 480 nim.
PACS numberm 73.4G.k. 73.20.Dx
Ballistic transport of hot electrons was established mcently in n +-type GaAs by the use of energy spectroscopy in a hot-electron structure., These experiments utilized an injector at one end of a transport'region and a
spectrometer at the other end, with the electrons moving
normal to the plane of the layers (vertical transport).
This technique proved to be very powerful since it permitted the energy distribution and the mean free path of
the ballistic electrons to be determined. The very recent
demonstration of quantized resistance in a confined
quasi-two-dimensional electron gas (2D EG)2'3 strongly
suggests ballistic transport of electrons near equilibrium
parallel to the interface between the layers (lateral transport). We report here the first utilization of an energy
spectroscopy technique to establish directly lateral tunneling through an induced potential barrier and the existence of lateral ballistic transport in a 2D EG. This
was done by inducing two closely spaced potential bar-

tween them (called the base) depleted the 2D EG underneath the gates and prevented the free motion of the
equilibrium electrons among the three regions (emitter
(E), base (D), and collector (C). The potential barriers
shown in Fig. I (a) give an approximate guide to the potential shape for different gate voltages (which are about
-0.5 V). The separation between the Fermi level, EF,
and the conduction band outside the base is 10.7 meV.
In the bas this separation can be substantially smaller,
and the actual conductive width of the base (always
smaller than the geometrical separation between the
gates) was roughly estimated to be, for example, 70 rm
when both barriers were 10 meV above the Fermi level
[Fig. I(a)). Since this distance is similar to the averagp
electron Fermi wavelength in the base, the base electrons
are expected to be quasi-one-dimensional.
With no applied gate voltages, the measured resistances at 4.2 K among all three terminals (E, B, and C)

riers in the 2D EG via two narrow Schottky metal gates
deposited on the surface of the structure. One barrier
was employed as a tunnel injector and the second as a
spectrometer. We have measured narrow hot-electron
distributions ballistically traversing lateral 2D EG regions 170 nm wide, and have estimated their mean free
path.
Several structures were made on a selectively doped
GaAs/AIGaAs heterostructure grown by molecularbeam epitaxy. On top of an undoped GaAs buffer layer,
an undoped AIGaAs layer (50 nm thick, AlAs mole fraction x -34%) was grown, followed by a thin heavily
doped GaAs cap layer (15 nm thick). A sheet of Si
atoms, with an areal density of =2x 1012 cm -2, was deposited under overpressure of As when growth of the AlGaAs was interrupted (planar doping), 30 nm away
from the GaAs buffer layer,these supply the electrons in
the 2D EG [Fig. R&(a). The 2D EG had a carrier density of 3x10" cm- 2 and a mobility of 3x101 cm'/Vsec
at 4.2 K. Two perallel AuPd gates, each 52 am wide
and 0.5 pm lon, were patterned 93 nm apart using
electron-beam nanolithography, on a 5-pum-wide isolated

wore a few kilohms and constant with the applied terminal voltage. As the emitter- (or collector-) gate voltage,
VaO (or VGC) was made negative with respect to the base
(which was the reference in all our measurements), the
emitter current, I, supplied by a source YES (or the collector current, Ic, supplied by a source Vce) decreased.
For gate voltage VG5 (or VGc) < -- 0.4 V the resistance
under the gate became very nonlinear and approached
101-109 n at low voltage (shown by I1 vs VE5 in Fig.
2). Simple WKB calculations of the tunneling currents
through square barriers 50 nm wide and 20 meV high,
resembling our barriers, resulted in similar tunneling
resistances. The occurrence of tunneling through the
barriers will be revisited and verified later in more detail.
When only the emitter barrier was formed (VGE < -0.4
V, Vc -0), the emitter current IE which resulted from
a negative Vg, spoit into I and Ic in the ratio of the
base and collector resistances of the 2D EG (note that
VCt,0 V). When the spectrometer barrier was also induced (VGE < -- 0.4 V. Vcc < -- 0.4 V), the current in
the collector remained practically zero (and I&-ILO)until I V& I exceeded a certain value (collector-current on-

2D EG line [Fig. l(b)]. Ohmic contacts were made to

set value). Thereafter it increased sharply. As seen in

the three regions defined by both gates. Biasing the

Fig. 2, the onset value increased as IVoC I increased and

gates neptively with respect to the central region be-

was similarly affected by an applied small Vcp. These
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FIG. I. (a) A cross-sectional cut showing the selectively doped structure and the gates on top. Underneath is plotted the potential
shape in the lateral direction showing injector and spectrometer barriers. As Vc became more negative the potential barrier increased. (b) A scanning electron micrograph showing the gate configuration. (c) A schemiiic description of the potential distribution for a biased device, Vis < 0 and VcR > 0.

observations, which clearly resulted from changes in the
spectrometer barrier height, Oc, demonstrate that the
mount the spectrometer barrier potential [see Fig. i (0)J.
Considering the small distance between injector and
spectrometer barriers, a fraction of the electrons injected
from the Fermi level in the emitter was expected to
traverse the base ballistically, leading to collectorcurrent onset at eVE, -- Oc, where Oc is the collector
barrier height. This allowed us to measure Oc, a result
we can use to further verify the existence of ballistic
transport and find the actual fraction of ballistic electrons arriving at the collector.
We have performed electron energy spectroscopy ,4's
by varying the spectrometer barrier height Oc with Vc.
The collected current is given by Ic--Af~cen(E)
x v(E)dE, where A is the area, n(E) is the energy distribution of the electrons arriving at the spectrometer, and
E and v are the energy and velocity associted with the
electrons traversing normal to the gates. In a sknall
enough energy range v(E) is fairly constant, and the
electron energy distribution can be described by
n(E) c dlcldoc for a constant injection energy, eVgg.
The same expression can be rewritten as

for VGE VGc -0.5 V and different injection energies,
all chosen to be higher than the unbiased spectrometer
barrier height (for VEg-0 V, Ic -0 in the range of interest). For Vcg > 0, the collector current increased only
slowly as Vc, increased, suggesting that most of the hot
electrons had energies higher than the unbiased potential
barrier height. When the polarity of Vc, was reversed,
leading to an increase in O¢, the collector current decreased slowly initially, followed subsequently by a sharp
drop to zero over a range of a few mV. This behavior indicates that electrons with a narrow energy distribution
were cut off by the spectrometer barrier. Before elaborating more on the shape of the energy distribution we
would like to note that for injector barrier heights smaller than some 20 meV (GE > -0.5 V) the behavior was
quite different, as shown for two lower injector barrier
heights [dotted lines in Fig. 3(a)V. The collector currents
became zero at the same negative Vcp (and thus the
same Oc) for the three cases. This indicates that, even
though the nature of the injection in each case may have
been different, the highest energy of the injected and collected electrons was always determined by eVEB. The
absence of a "knee" observed for the lower injector barriers indicates that the injected distributions were broad,

n(E) cc (dlcldeVc&)(deVce/ d0c). Figure 3(a) (solid

extending from the injection energy eVEs and below, and

lines) shows a typical family of I, vs Vcs characteristics

were not the result of tunneling. It is quite possible that
1777

abrupt onset of Ic is due to energetic electrons that sur-
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when the injecto barrier was low, the application of an
in~jection voltage removed the barrier completely, or
made it so narrow that the injected electron distnbutions
wer very broad
To determine the collected energy distributions one

.
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has to change the energy scale from eVe, to the cot, sponding heigit of thespectrometerbarrieOc, and
0
1 1
0
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multi*l the d~e/daVcv curves by the deVCr/d4I'. Th
Spectromete Voltge VCB(mV
barrier heights Oec(Vcs) and the factor deVcald~ic,
summarized in FWg 3(b), were found from collector(C)
current onset measurements in a similar way to that described before. The energ distributions shown in Fg&
Tw-4.2K
3(c) have afuillwidth at half maximum of about 5meV,
4Q
A
which tended to increase atx the injection energy inVC--05
creased [up to 10 meV for &N. -30 mV (not shown)].C-05
The pubk of the distributions shifted with the same energy as that of injection energy (except the lowest one
which was obscured by the lower-energy tail), as expect-

FIG. 3. (a) The family of the collector~curret characteris-

tics where 1Is -0 -20, -40, -K0 -80 PA. Note the sharp
rise in the current (for Via~- -0 mY) followed by a
moderate rise indicative of a narrow ballistic distribution. The
dotted lines are for lower injector barrer heights and for
es- - I mV, where the injected distributions were very
broad. (b) The spectrometer barrier heigt determined by
measuring the collector-current onsets, and the deVcsld*c deduoed from iL (c) The ballistic distributions for different injection energie as a function of excess normal energy above
the Fermi level in the base. The peaks of the distributions fol-k
low rigidly the injection energy. At higher IVc. I leaktage
curents dominutted.
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ed in ballistic tmrsport. The peak energies, which wee
lower by about 3-4 meV than the co•reonding Fermi
level in the emitter (noted by the crossing of the dotted
lines with the energy axis), and the narrow distribution
width (O-5mYV) were both expected for the normal enry distributions injected by 50-nm-wide, 20-meV-high
tunnel barriers.' These results promed that tunneling
was the injection mechanism in our induced barriers. At
thir lower.aaergy tails the distributios rise again, most
probably due to Iower-enrgy electrons that are excited
from the Fermi se in the base by scatteced (nooballistic) electrons 4 Even though mnall-ange elasticscattering events cannot be excluded, the similarity of
the results presented here with the results that confirmed
ballistic transport in verticl structures, as well as the
narrow width of the electron distributions, strongly suggests that elastic scattering in our lateral structures was
minimal

10tAML 1989

the highest two states (near the Continuum) could in
iciple have be observed. Because of the site width
of the distribution (a-5 meV) it would be difficult to
resolve these states from the continuum. In cas o(
lower barrier heights the energy separation between the
states was expected to be even smaller and their energy
width wider, making observation difficult.
In summary, we have sea for the first time, lateral
tunneling through narrow potential harriers induced by
thin gates, and ballistic hotelctron transport with a
long mean free path, in a two-di•m•nonmal ectroo-gas
(2D EG) channel. Via the utilization of an energy spectroscopy technique, narrow electron distribution injected
by a tunneling barrier were detected, establishing direly ballistic transport and tunneling injection. We estimate a ballistic mean free path for hot eectrons of about
0.48 pm.
We would like to thank L Osterling for his help with

The ballistic fraction, a, is defined as the ratio between
the number of ballistic electrons collected (the ballistic
current is Ic at Vc --0 or the area under the distribution) and the total number of injected electrons (the injected current I). From Fig. 3(a) we find Ic/11=,0.25
at Vc -0, which is approximately the ballistic fraction
collected. Since some of the injected current emerged
from the periphery of the injector barrier (where the separation between them increases) and never surmounted
the spectrometer barrier, the value 0.25 was not appropriate to use for the calculation of the ballistic mean
free path W. To minimize the number of these "stray"
elctrons, different structures where the collector gate
was 3 times longer (0.75 pm) than the emitter gate
(0.25 pm) were made (base width 170 nm). Carrying
out energy spectroscopy in these devices ballistic fractims higher than 0.7 (Ref. 7) were measured. Using

the molecular-beam-epitaxy growth, M. Weckwerth for
his help with processing, P. M. Soloman and F. Stem for
useful discussions, and T. W. Hickmott, C. J. Kircher,
and S. Washburn, for their comments on the manuscript.
One of us (A.P.) would like to thank R. B. LaUbowitch
for his continuous support. The work was partly supported by the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency and administered by ONR, Contract No.
N00014-87-C-0709.

a--exp(--dA)-0.7, where do is the effective base
width for the hot electrons, we find X.0480 nm. This
lower limit on Xsuggests that the mean free path of the

Knoedler, Phys. Rev. Lett. 55,2200(1985).
2D. A. Wharam, T. J. Thornto, R. Newbury, M. Pepper,
H. Ahmed, J. E. F. Frost, D. J. Hasko, D. C. Peacock, D. A.

hot electrons is on the same order as that of cold electrons
result
low
tronsThisy This might
mighet rensu
in in pert
phbart from
fromthe
th relatively
relatively
ze
density of electrons in the base and from sie q
dion effects in the quasi-one-dimensional base that may
reduce the scattering crosm sections.'
Since tunneling occurred into a quantized base, we

have looked for, but did not observe, resonant tunneling

effects in the injection currents. 9 Upon increasing the

injection energy, but keeping e I VE& I <Oc, we had expected to see an enhancement in the injected current
when the Fermi level in the emitter crossed a bound state
the expected -W
rough idesourof
To getwo
thethe
base.states
in
donsof
e amrodeled
doublebarre pootions of the states, we modeled our double-barrier potntial with a sine function, having a peak-to-peak value of
30 meV and a period of 140 nm. The solutions, which
involved Mathiou functions, 10 predicted two states under
the Fermi level (3 and 8.6 meV), and five states above
(14, 19, 23.5, 27, and 29.5 meV). Since emitter currents
could be measured only for Vga < -(10-15) mY, only
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emitter and collector were reversed in the asymmetric device, the ballistic fractios decreased approximately
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of the straight trajectories of the electrons in their ballistic
motion. This work will be published later.
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High-gain lateral hot-electron device
A. Paltvki. C. P. Umbach, an M. Heiblum
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(Received 17 April 1989; accepted for publication 24 July 1989)
A lateral hot-eectron device has been fabricated in a plane of a two-dimensional electroe gas.
The tranfe ratio of the device, a, was studied for different geometrical configurations of the
mitter barrier. The maximum transfer ratio was greater than 0.99 at 4.2 K. corresponding to a
wrest pin greater than 100 for devices with base widths of 220 nim. An emission of a single

longtudinal optical pbonom, by the iected electrons, has been observed.
The tumeing hot-lectron tranfer amplifier (THETA) is alowgan ballistic device. "' Although it is a unipolar
device t behavior is similar to a bipolar tranistr. Because

trons underneath the gate, forming thus a potential barrier
for the electrons residing on both sides of the gate. Inducing
two potential barriers, with the two gates shown in Fig. 1,

of its vertical configuration the device has some drawbacks:

enables us to reproduce, in the lateral plane, a potential dis.

it is difficolt to form low-resistance ohmic contacts to the
narrow (-30mm) be avoiding sborting base and collector, it is difu to expose the buried base avoiding its depletion, and it is difficult to obtain high gain because ofthe short
ballistic mean free path (mfp) in the heavily doped base. To
circumvet some of these problems we proposed and fabrieated a move! hot-electron device ( a "lateral THETA" device 3 ) in the plane ofa two-imeo
high-mobility electroa gas (2DEG). The characteristics of this lateral device
are similar to those of the vertical device, but it is easier to
fabricate. The device is expected to have a higher gain due to
the longer mfp ofhot electrons in the plane of the 2DEG. We
report here on the realization of lateral hot-electron devices
with a 4.2 K current transfer ratio a greater than 0.99, for
base widths greater than 200 mn.
We look in some detail at
the injection properties of our lateral injector and also observe single phonmn emission by the hot electrons.
In the vertical THETA device4 a tunnel barrier injector
emits a fairly monoenergetic hot-electron beam into the.

tribution similar to that of the vertical hot-electron device.
Using the emitter barrier as a tunnel injector produces a hotelectron distribution - S meV sile.5 Quantum mechanical
reflections from the collector barrier are negligible because
of the slow change of the collector barrier potential. Scattering events in the base are expected to be few due to the lower
dimensionality of the base6 and the absence of nearby impurities. Note that the tunneling currents through the wide parts
of the emitter and collector gates (see Fig. 1) can be ignored,
thus contacting the 2DEG in the narrow base region is established by contacting the remote, external parts of the base.
We have recently reported results of energy spectroscopy experiments made on a lateral THETA device. There we
found the transport to be ballistic with ballistic distributions
3-5 meV wide.3 In symmetric structures where the width of
the emitter and the collector gates is similar, the electrons
merging from the edges of the injector, not perpendicularly

base After their traversal through the base, the electrons
surmount another thick potential barrier. This barrier prevents the equilibrium electrons that reside in the base from
entering the collector. Since the collector current is only
slightly affected by the shape of the collector barrier (if
quantum mechanical reflection are small), the current
transfer ratio is almost independent of the collector voltage

and the ouput differential resistance can be large, as desired
for device applications.
In order to make a lateral THETA device, two narrow
barriers separated by a thin base were constructed in the

plane of&GaAs-A,

CGaM,
As selectively doped heterojunc-

tion. The 2DEG had a carrier density of n,=2.0Xi10"
e m 2 and a mobilityu .- 7.5 x 10P cm 2/V s at 4.2 K. Utilizing nanolithography two narrow metal gates, each about 50
nm long, were deposited on the surface of the heterojunction
(length is the dimension along the current path, as seen in
lFig. 1). Is a variety of devices the emitter gate GE was made
0.25-1 pm wide and the collector gate Gc was made 0.75-1
p'm wide, wider than the emitter gate in order to collect all of
the ballistic electrons. The three regions defined by the two
ptes, enitter(E), base (the central region B), and collector
(C) were contacted with NiAuOc alloyed ohmic contacts.
An application of a sufficiently negative gate voltage,
VFo (or Voc), with respect to the 2DEG depletes the elec1421
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FIG. I. Scanning electron microscopy micrograph of the lateral THETA
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base length of 170 nim, was made (ft• 1). The measured
output cutracteristics in a common base c guration am
shown in Fig. 2, demonstrating a transfer ratio a - 0.9 over
a large range of injected currents and collector voltages. The
ballistic fraction of the collected current, ag, is measured at
a collector to base voltage Vcs where the collector current
Using a 0
almost saturates (Vcq20mV)."
Ic
=exp - /A = 0.7, where da is the base width, we find a
mfp, A•me480 nm. The true mfp is longer since some of the
injected electrons emerging from the edges arrive at the collector with a low normal energy component and thus are not
collected.
The solid line in Fig. 3 shows a typical dependence of a
On the injection energy eV• for fixed emitter and collector
barrier heights. The existence of a maximum value am, is
characteristic for these types of curves. In general we expect
to see a monotonic increase in a due to the increasing group
velocity of the ballistic electrons and the reduction ofscattering cross sections as the kinetic energy of the electrons increases. Also, a larger fraction of the ballistic distribution
will surmount the collector barrier.' The drop in a observed
at
highercurrent.
VrO is due
theWentrelside-tunneling
Thisto the
can relative
be seenincrease
from of
the
Kramet--Briliouin expression for the tunneling p ebhnty
DramerseBp[_Ao
rw/V forther tunneinagoustan
t
yth
Dec exp( - A (#3 2 w/V)1, where A is a constant, 0 is the
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FIG. Ivariation of the transfer ratio a with the injected volae (a sod
line) at a died value of the emitter gate voltage. The dashed lineshows the
behavior of a., (extracted from a few curves of a).
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widt" md V ithe

app-ie injection voltage. From here, the ratio ofthe tUnmel-

YudIN K

increases, the side ur-rents become substantial only at high-

r values of injection voltagel moving thus a,.. to higher

V=a's.1The increasing pan of the transfer ratio curve for all

emitter barrier heights, displayed in Fig. 3 (up to the maximum on the solid line) however, is not affected by the side
Plotting the measured a,. for different emitter barrier
heights versus VF in Fig. 3 (a dashed line) recovers the
behavior ofa vs V. in the absence of any side tunneling and
at approximately the same injected currents. The interesting
feature of the plot is the maximum reached by a.. ( > 0.98)
at energies just below 36 meV. The drop in a for injection
energies that exceed = 36 meV is due to an emission of a
longitudinal optical (LO) phonon (already observed in thin
GaAs layers). The high value of a. measured here for
V < 36 mV suggests that LO-phonon emission is the domnimutt relaxation mechanism of hot electrons in a high-mobility 2DEG.
To eliminate side-tunneling currents altogether we have
modified the injector structure. Two gates, each 65 um wide
separated by - 600 urn, were added in the emitter region as
shown in the insert of Fig. 4(a). Since the emitter current is
now confined to flow between these negatively biased gates
(with voltage %G applied relative to base) without reaching the emitter gate corners, side-tunneling currents are prevented. Figure 4(a) shows the behavior of a for different
side-pte potentials. As the negative side-gate bias increases
up to - 0.55 V, a increases. However, for a bias - 0.6 V or
greater a does not increase anymore indicating the elimination of side tunneling. A more sensitive measurement of this
increase can be obtained by measuring the current gain
#Ea/xib-a),asshowninFig.4(b).At VG= --0.55V,
values fs o
the emitter barrier height increasesh The
auof
i
the
a
emitter injection
ier
hei
drop in the gain for higher
voltages inrseshe
is somewhat
surprising since side currents have been eliminated. In a closer look we find that the gain always reaches its maximum
when the injection current reaches approximately 100 nA,
corresponding to a current density of - 3 X 103 A cm- 2 in
the 2DEG. This is found to be the case for all emitter barrier
heights and for all values of a,.. This observation might
suggest that the decrease in the gain is related to the current
being higher than some critical value. Although this
phenomenon is not yet understood, it is plausible that at a
sufficiently high current density charging of the collector
barrier region becomes important leading to an increase in
the barrier height and to the observed reduction in the gain.
maximum value of is found to be as high as 105,
corresponding to a > 0.99. This is the highest current gain
ever reported in a hot-electron device. The large value of the
transfer ratio does not necessarily imply that the mfp is that
long. At sufficiently high injection voltage the electrons are
injected at energies much higher than the collector barrier
Palevald. W,•ch. and Hoft"
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Our side gates can be used not only to eliminate side4tunneling
currents but also to narrow the width
of the emitter channel and eventually to pinch off the injector. The narrowing of the channel should result in increasing of
transverse momentum components due to size quantization
effects. This eventually should lead to the reduction of the
current gain. We indeed observe a decrease in the gain when
the channel is narrowed substantially (not shown). The
maximum current gainO dropsby a factor of -2.5 as the
side gates voltage varies from - 0.55 to - 0.7 V.
In conclusion, we have looked in some detail at the characteristics of a lateral hot-electron device fabricated on the
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heights,
which are induced by submicron metallic
gates, makes
the device extremely
powerful for studying ballistic transport and relaxation
mechanisms
in small systems.
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FIG. 4. (a) Effect of the side pites (inset), biased Voawith respect to base,
on the transfer ratio. (b) The variation ofthe current pin with the injection
voltages V, ;or different emitter pte voltaes in the absence of side-tunneling current.

height (which is about 20-30 meV high). Hence, they may
lose a part of the normal energy component as a result of
inelastic or elastic scattering and still be collected by the

collector.
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plane of a high-mobility 2DEG. The high mobility of the
2DEG enabled a long mfp of the ballistic hot electrons below
the LO-phonon energy. Current gains greater than 100 were
measured. The possibility to tune the emitter and collector
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